CLOUD ADVISORY SERVICES
Get help building out a Cloud adoption, application modernization, DevOps, and CloudOps strategy with
a roadmap for success to support Cloud-native application development and application migration to the
public, private, or hybrid Cloud. Mastech InfoTrellis helps chalk out the best Cloud strategy based on your
unique business needs.

The roadmap to move to Cloud
Mastech InfoTrellis works closely with enterprise clients in understanding their
critical business needs and current IT environment to determine the best way
to leverage the Cloud. Our Cloud Advisory team analyses how particular
business applications are currently hosted, whether in an on-premises or
current Cloud infrastructure, to build a roadmap for the Cloud migration
journey.

A robust Cloud strategy focused on your business goals
Mastech InfoTrellis Cloud Advisory Services are aligned with other key services in Data Management, Data Engineering, Data Science, and Customer Experience. We
can help you with.

Cloud Migration

These move to Cloud services help assess the
current Cloud strategy of an enterprise and
enable Cloud integration and networking,
including DevOps and CloudOps support.

DevOps and SRE
As the pace of business increases, the need to
become more agile and the move to Cloud
accelerates. The adoption and use of sound
dev/ops practices become critical, including
developer self-service, deployment
automation, and continuous delivery.

IBM Cloud Pak for Data
These move to Cloud services help assess the
current Cloud strategy of an enterprise and
enable Cloud integration and networking,
including DevOps and CloudOps support.

DataOps
As with any DevOps practice, the ability to
quickly design, deploy and manage large,
near-real-time data sets is key in a
Data-Driven Enterprise. By applying agile data
engineering and data governance tools and
practices to the enterprise ecosystem.

Red Hat Open Shift (RHOS)
Adoption
Mastech InfoTrellis has deep expertise in RHOS,
and this Service covers candidate application
assessment along with the assessment for
containers applied to Cloud-native application
development or application modernization.

Customer Experience on the
Cloud
Most Customer Experience (CX) solution
deployments are hybrid Cloud deployments
with the CX applications composed of one or
more SaaS and on-premise enterprise
applications.

A robust cloud strategy is essential for your business to succeed in a competitive market. Staying on top of Cloud technology is usually overwhelming! Do not be
overwhelmed, Mastech InfoTrellis can handle all the complexities of your Cloud migration journey. Let our Cloud experts chalk out a roadmap based on your unique
business needs.
Call us today to discuss how we can integrate your systems and take your Cloud infrastructure to another level.
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